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About This Game

Eastside Hockey Manager (EHM) has emerged from Steam's Early Access programme and is now available for full release.

EHM offers fans the most realistic, in-depth and immersive simulation of hockey management available, giving them the
chance to manage either club or country in any of the world’s top hockey-playing nations.

EHM allows you to take full control of your roster – you decide who to sign, who to trade and who to draft. You assemble the
perfect coaching team and then, with everything in place, you can choose to either employ a head coach to guide your team

from behind the bench, or take control of the coaching duties yourself. Whichever you choose, you can follow the action ‘live’
or watch the game highlights afterwards through the realistic ‘top down’ 2D game engine.

To mark its move from Early Access to full availability, EHM now offers a number of new and updated features, including: a
greater number of playable domestic leagues and cup competitions; Steam Workshop integration; additional screen resolutions
and a multiplayer option which allows up to 30 players to compete against one another and many more improvements inspired

by user feedback.

Eastside Hockey Manager – Key Features

Dynamic 2D Game Engine
Follow the action in either your own games or those of your rivals through the advanced ‘top-down’, 2D game engine, which
incorporates state-of-the-art physics modelling (including realistic deflections and shot-blocking) and convincing player AI.

There’s even a zoom mode for those who want to get closer to the action.
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Realistic Contemporary Game World
A detailed game world where players can manage and coach in more than 30 playable domestic leagues and cup competitions

from across the globe, each of which features up-to-date rules and league structures.

Multiplayer Action
Up to 30 players can compete head to head in in the same online game world.

Steam Workshop Integration
EHM includes support for the inclusion of user-generated content (such as custom databases and graphics) through the easy-to-

use Steam Workshop system.

Complete Roster Management
Full control over the building and management of your roster, including everything from offering contracts to scouting, drafting

promising players and trading with other teams.

Complete Personnel Management
Full control over non-playing personnel, including the ability to sign coaches, scouts and physios.

Total Tactical Control
Coaches can get the best out of their roster by creating and managing detailed tactics that can be configured to an entire team,

an individual unit or even a single player.

Lifelike Trade Negotiations
Managers can gauge interest to trade proposals from their opposite numbers as well as getting feedback from their own assistant.

Each team has their own needs and some are ready to offload prospects for that key veteran that makes them a true contender
whilst others might be looking to move high-earning veterans in order to rebuild through the draft.

Intuitive User Interface
The centralised navigation bar makes management easier and more intuitive with all key management controls incorporated into

the main menu bar.

Improved Player Progression
Players develop and age naturally, with new players coming through the junior systems and older players eventually retiring or

moving on into non-playing careers. Furthermore, the role-based attribute modelling makes players more realistic and more
varied.

International Management
EHM includes the opportunity to manage international teams (including U20s) in all of the key tournaments – and many less

high-profile competitions too.

Database Import
The database format allows the importing of user-generated up-to-date rosters and even historical starting databases (created for

earlier versions of EHM).

And Much, Much More…
…including detailed financial modelling of player contracts, salary caps and player budgets; a nation overview screen which
allows you to view all of the top leagues, clubs and players for each country; player/non-player profiles; an option to start the

game with a fantasy draft; all-star games with skills competitions and many, many other features.
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A great game for hockeyfans and one of the few options we have on pc.
If you ever played the original EHM then you wil have no issues playing this one since it is basically that game.
I got in on sale and have had lots of fun with it. Real team and players can be found in the workshop so no need to worry about
the game not having official licenses.
Im sure hard core hockeyfans have a lots to say about the games flaws but for casual fans its lots of fun.
However there is one thing that should improve and that is the trade AI.
I did some testing for fun and literally not one team was willing to trade their "future franchise player" for Connor McDavid
straight up. Show me one NHL team that wouldnt do that trade IRL. Im talking about Sabres not trading Mittelstadt, Canucks
not parting with Petterson for McDavid and similar trades. LOL
This just illustrates a huge flaw in the trade ai and you will often bang your head in the wall for all the stupid offers and
rejections you will see in this game. Lesson learned is to stockpile picks and build through draft. Just ignore whatever the
assitsand GM is saying sinc ehe will say every trafde is really bad except the ones that are really bad.

but all in all this game is worth it if you want a hockey sim that is cheap.. ehm > fhm, it's true. Would love to see EHM19.
Crashes quite regularly. I would not recommend.
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